
Sanctuary

What is a role playing game?
In very simplistic terms, a role playing game or rpg, is like a theatrical production where you as a 
player take control of one of the characters within the production, following a storey set out by 

the creator of the production. Unlike this strict layout a rpg allows the characters within the 
storey to alter how the storey is told and how events unfold as time progresses. Because of the 

players abilities to choose how their characters play out events, the gaming world is an ever 
changing and dynamic landscape.

The most fundamental difference between an rpg and a play is each player has the ability to 
create and adapt his own character to take control of within the storey, and thus each and every 

game plays differently to the last.

If I were to have to sum up an answer to this question I would say a role playing game is many 
different things to different people, each getting an experience out of the game something 

unique to any other, but one thing I can say for sure is that a role playing game is unlike any 
other gaming experience to be had.

“Hi, this is Chuck Kinkade spokesman of the FambeuCo corporation. I’m here to talk to you a 
little about Sanctuary, the role playing game, and hopefully by the end of our journey together 
you'll feel like you’ve accomplished something great.”
“But Mr Kinkade, what is Sanctuary?”
“That’s a good question Billy, you petulant little rascal, but let me start from the beginning...”

“I hope that answers your question Timmy”
“Its Billy...”
“It sure is Timmy, it sure is”
“I'm ready to play my first rpg Mr Kinkade, what will I need to get started?”
“First things first Larry you'll need to get some friends, come back to me when you’ve got those”

30 something years later
“I’ve got a friend Mr Kinkade, now what will I need?”

What you will need to play
-Most importantly you will need a character sheet, this consists of 3 sides of A4 and contains all 

of your characters vital information
-You will need basic stationary, a pencil, an eraser, some plain scrap paper to make personal 

notes on and very possibly spares of all of the aforementioned if you have a player named Dave 
with you

-You will need a single 10 sided dice, or possibly a handful if the previously mentioned player 
named Dave gets a hold of them
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“Gee wizz Mr Kinkade, it looks like I’ve got everything I need to play, a friend, a pencil, and 
eraser and I made sure not to let any Dave’s in”
“Good boy Yanto. Now follow me as I take you on a magical journey through time and space to 
where it all began”

So what the heck is Sanctuary anyway?
Long ago during the days of pre-fall the old tales tell of a time where the wellsprings didn’t exist 

and mankind’s ingenuity knew no heights. During this time there was much strife as nation 
fought nation for land and resource, and as each warring nation grew their reach for ever more 

powerful weapons became apparent. It is told that a young prodigal genius created the 
microscopic machine in an attempt to engineer the perfect weapon, man himself. These 

microscopic machines were capable of altering matter at its base level to create designer biology, 
the flaw was however the further these machines were from their source of power the more 

tenuous hold over matter they had, if the distance grew great enough the physical forms they 
could create simply fell into their constituent elements. This is where a prominent energy 

researcher by the name of Matthias Beuchamp came to the fore. He surmised that if he could 
create a sustainable energy within the planets magnetic field it could perpetually feed these 

microscopic machines with limitless energy, and as it was the war council gave their immediate 
approval.

Having taken very little time to construct the generator, which sat close to the earth’s core, 
proved to operate extremely well, too well. The lack of fore planning and little safety testing led 

to leaks in the fields containment. These leaks jetted from the reactor in streams of highly 
energised particles causing create rents in the planets crust. In the first few moments of the 

containment leak thousands died in horrific agony, and millions more were irreparably 
irradiated, but there was a glimmer of hope. The prodigal genius who first devised the 

microscopic machines had dedicated his twilight years to a philanthropic cause, having 
predicted what could come of this new reactor technology. His charitable organisation, known 

as Sanctuary, stepped in to cap the rents in the crust and siphon the excess energy into large 
storage facilities constructed around them.

As time went on and the fall came ever closer, these facilities became safe havens for destitute 
families, offering food, clothing and shelter from the wars raging beyond their borders. War 

came closer to the the facilities of Sanctuary and so its council of 7 decided it was time to arm 
themselves. Each wellspring facility was fortified, and turned into a impenetrable fortress, 

housing within each one the worlds repository of knowledge, technology, and scores of grateful 
human refugees.

And then the fall happened...

“Golly gosh Mr Kinkade, those guys at Sanctuary do sound swell”
“They really are Chico, and remember they couldnt do it without buying FambeuCo products”
“FambeuCo sounds even sweller”
“Ha ha, we sure are Lando, we sure are”
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The hunters mandate

I, Trainee,hereby accept the title of hunter upon being assigned to a 
liaison, and I swear upon everybody's life except for my own that I 
shall uphold and maintain the laws of the hunter as laid out thus;

Mandate the first – a hunter shall never take an innocent or civilian 
life unless the loss of lie is a)deemed absolutely necessary within the 
context of the given mission and b)the innocent and or civilian were 

directly or indirectly threatening the hunters well being.

Mandate the second – a hunter shall never steal property from another 
living being to satiate his or her own lust for wealth, he may never 
steal property in lieu of using his ordained Sanctuary acquisition 
account. If the above conditions are not strictly met as set out by 
either a)a hunter of at least the rank of master or b)a hunter who 
claims to hold the rank of at least master, then all aforementioned 

conditions are considered moot

Mandate the third – a hunter shall never countermand a direct 
superior when given a specific task. All other tasks laid out to the 
hunter are subject to his or her regulation, and any action taken 

during this time can be considered legal if and when the hunter in 
question deems it so

Mandate the fifth – any property, whether acquired or stolen, is 
subject to liaison inspection and requisition upon completion of the 

liaison assigned task. Failure to inform aforementioned liaison of any 
property will result in immediate public humiliation and or an 
extended period of toilet duty to be carried out as and when the 

canteen is serving chilli

Signed............................................................................

By signing the above you agree to be bound by all codes of practises set laid out in the above paragraphs and any adjoining 
documents (which you may or may not have access privileges to). Failure to fulfil any contractual obligations will result in a 
voiding of aforementioned contracts deeming your existence necessary at which point you agree to become a legal nonentity. 

FambeuCo reserve the right to remove any and all property that may or may not be legally theirs upon the termination of said 
contract, this can include but is not limited to; Weapons, Armour, Clothing, Pharmaceuticals, Cybernetics, Vital organs etc. 

ad infinitum.
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Tests
Within the world of Sanctuary you as a hunter will embark on many perilous 

journeys and perform many tasks that involve natural ability, trained skill and a 
large quantity of luck, you will join combat wielding powerful weapons of great 

destructive capability, you will scale sheer cliff faces and live off the wilds as best you 
can, all of these tasks require tests to perform. There are three types of tests which 

can be made, the first and most common is the skill test, the second most common 
is the resistance test, and lastly is the attribute test, although your architect may 

ask for you to perform attribute tests occasionally, generally these are folded into 
skill and resistance tests and should not be all that frequent. When performing any 
tests whether it be a skill test, resistance test, or attribute test you will be assigned a 
threshold to successfully complete this test, simply put the threshold is the value to 
which you must match or roll under on a single 10 sided dice. Below you will find a 
more in depth look at the various types of tests and how to calculate your rolling 

threshold.

Skill tests 
Skill tests are by in large the most frequent tests you will ever be asked to make, 

skills are used to make up the core of a characters capabilities and without skills the 
character would be essentially useless. There are three types of skills available to the 

character, these are basic, advanced, and, elite. More information can be found 
within the skill section.

This following chapter details all you will need to know to play the game of 
Sanctuary, explaining how to calculate thresholds based on skills and attributes, 
what happens during a combat encounter and how to resolve that combat. This 
chapter also includes details on how to resolve character memory, movement, 
carrying capacity and all other essentials required to play and enjoy the game. 

Remember you do not need to memorise the rules, they’re there to help and guide 
you to a enjoyable playing experience.
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Rolling skills
When either you or your architect decides it is an appropriate time to perform a skill 

test it is time to figure out your threshold and get that d10 ready. Firstly your 
architect will tell you which attribute and skill is the most appropriate for the task in 

hand, using Dexterity + Arms(primitive) would make more sense when using a 
crossbow than say Intelligence + Cognition(legendary) for example. Once the 

attribute and appropriate skill have been decided you simply take your attribute 
rating (ranging from 1-5) and your skill rating (also ranging from 1-5) add them both 
together (to produce a value between 1-10), roll your d10. If your die result should be 
equal to or under the threshold, you have succeeded in your task, congratulations. If 
the result however should be above your threshold then you have failed, for shame.
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Levels of success and failure
Allowing for simple success or failure does not make for particularly interesting 

game play, so there is such a thing as levels of success and failure. In the simplest 
terms these describe how well the test was made, or how badly it was failed. When 
rolling any test you will accrue and extra level of success for every digit underneath 
your rolling threshold that you managed to score on the d10 (obviously including a 
single success for matching the rolling threshold), conversely for every digit above 
your rolling threshold you score on the d10 equates to an additional level of failure 
(meaning a simple failure will equate to at least 1 level of failure), whilst levels of 

success will more than likely improve how well the test was made, levels of failure 
will very rarely worsen the result of the test, a failure is a failure.

Epic success and failure
However there is a possibility to score so well (or badly) on a skill test as to have it 

turn out a truly epic result. If when rolling you should score 5 levels of success then 
it is counted as an epic success, say your threshold is 5 and you roll a 1 for example. 
Alternatively if you were to score 5 levels of failure in total that would result in an 
epic failure, say your threshold is 5 and you roll a 10 for example. Most of the skill 

descriptions will have examples of additional bonuses or negatives that can be 
applied when an epic result is rolled, however the architect is encouraged to come up 

with interesting ideas based on the current situation of game play.

Threshold bonuses and penalties and the role of 
circumstance

During the course of game play and the constant use of the skill test as an indication 
of how well or how badly a character has done with a task that has elements of 

chance associated with it, there are always ways to improve the threshold for which 
you will be testing against, dramatically boosting your chances of success. Of course 
this does work the other way as there are always obstacles attempting to thwart your 
every move, climbing a short wall is quite easy whilst scaling a smooth wall is not. A 
threshold bonus will add a number to your threshold, if your threshold is 5 and you 

have a +2 threshold bonus the threshold total becomes 7, conversely a threshold 
penalty will do the exact opposite, your threshold with a -2 threshold penalty 

becomes 3. Some of the more common threshold bonuses can be found within 
specific racial traits as well as combat modifiers regarding the range of firearms and 
outnumbering in melee combat, additionally some of the more common threshold 

penalties can also be found within combat where an opponents defence must be 
taken into account (see combat later in this section). Generally speaking threshold 

bonuses and penalties will never exceed +3 or -3 from any single source, it is possible 
to go beyond these values if there are multiple factors involved.
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Above 10 and below 1
Through the addition of threshold bonuses and penalties it is entirely feasible for 

your rolling threshold to go above 10 (the maximum limit of a 10 sided die) or below 
1 (the minimum limit of a 10 sided dice). If your threshold should exceed 10 it is 

worked out exactly the same as if it were a lower number, meaning if you succeed the 
test you will succeed with many levels of success, the absolute threshold limit 

however caps out at 15. If your rolling threshold should drop below 1 (to 0 or below) 
this means that you cannot actually succeed at the test in question, there are two 

possibilities that have a chance of succeeding. The first is to boost your rolling 
threshold through the use of threshold augmentation (see faith below), 

obviously you would need to boost the threshold into positive figures before you can 
attempt the roll (bearing in mind the limits of faith expenditure per round). The 

second option is to leave your fate up to the fickle and malicious chance dice.

Chance dice
You may attempt a chance dice roll only when your threshold has dropped to 0 or 

below (or you’re attempting an elite skill test without training, see skills). To 
succeed with this chance roll you must roll a 1 on a single d10, and consecutively roll 
another 1 on a single d10. If you succeed you have passed the test with a single level 

of success, if however you fail to produce a result of 1 twice in a row you are 
automatically subject to an epic failure and must suffer the consequences. The 

likelihood of succeeding a chance dice encounter is 1 in 100, so be careful it may 
literally be the last thing you do.

Opposed tests
Whilst during normal game play you will usually be pitting your skills against the 
environment, there will occasionally be call to pit your capabilities against others 

that inhabit the world, these tests are known as opposed tests. In essence an 
opposed test is when both you and your opponent(s) test to determine who comes 

out on top, many skills will have an opposition to itself which will be described 
within the skill itself. an opposed test is calculated in the same fashion as any other 

types of tests, the difference is multiple parties will take part. The winner of an 
opposed test is the one who gains the highest levels of success over his competitor, 

and in the case of extended tests is the one who scores the required levels of success 
in the shortest time. 
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